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The work on the theory of approximations initiated by Weier-

strass and continued by Walsh, Keldysh, and Lavrentiev, among

others, has culminated in the following theorem of Mergelyan (See

Mergelyan [3]): Given any compact subset C of the complex plane,

which does not separate the plane, and given any continuous func-

tion/on C which is analytic interior to C, then/can be approximated

uniformly on C by polynomials.

This theorem leaves the following question unanswered: If

/oi /t, ' • • , fn are continuous functions on C, can a sequence {pk}

of polynomials be found with the property that for each integer i

with O^i^n the sequence jft"j, where pt denotes the ith deriva-

tive of pk, converges uniformly on C to/,? If C is totally disconnected,

it is easy to show that the answer to this question is always yes. We

omit the simple proof, because a more general result will be given else-

where. If C is a Jordan arc, the question becomes more complicated.

It is clear that if C has a rectifiable sub-arc J, whose endpoints we

call 2o and Z\, then for the approximation to be possible it is necessary

that fjfi+i(z)dz=fi(zi)—fi(zo) lor O^i^n — l. Thus, if the approxi-

mation is to be possible whatever the functions /o, fi, • • • , fn, it is

necessary that C have no rectifiable sub-arcs. Conversely, if C is a

Jordan arc having no rectifiable sub-arcs, we conjecture that the

approximation is always possible. It is the purpose of this paper to

prove this conjecture by means of an additional hypothesis, that C

satisfy a Lipschitz condition of a fixed order c at a dense set of points.

(This concept will be defined below.) The author has been unable to

prove the conjecture without this restriction.

If 5i and 52 are any subsets of the complex plane, define d(Si, S2)

= min {|zi—z2| | zi£5i, z2£52}.

Definition 1. Let 0 be a homeomorphic map of [0, l] into the

complex plane, so that <b[0, l] is a Jordan arc C. We say that C

satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order c at a point <p(t) of C,tE [0, 1 ],

if there exist A >0 and 5>0 such that max {d(<p[0, t], z), d(<p[t, 1 ], z)}

^A | cp(t) —z\c whenever \<p(t)— z\ <5.

Then we have

Theorem 1. If C has no rectifiable sub-arcs and if there exists c>0

such that C satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order c at a dense set S of
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points, then for any continuous functions /0, • • ■ , /„ on C there exists a

sequence {pi} of polynomials for which pf]-^fk uniformly on C as

i—* co, for O^k^n.

The proof of Theorem 1 will utilize the Riesz representation theo-

rem (see Banach [l, p. 60]). If X is the set of all w + 1 tuples (/0, • ■ • ,

fn) of continuous functions on C, topologized by the norm ||(/0, • • • ,

/„)|| =sup { |/«(z)| \zEC,0^i^n}, then by the Riesz theorem we see

that to any bounded linear functional L on X correspond unique

measures pQ, ■ ■ ■ , pn on [0, l] such that L(fa, • • • , /„)

=Jofo((p(t))dpo(t)+ ■ • • +fdfn(<p(t))dpn(t). Now let F be the subset
of X consisting of all (p, pll], ■ • ■ , pM), where p is any polynomial.

Then Theorem 1 states that F is dense in X. By the Hahn-Banach

theorem (see Banach [l]), this is equivalent to saying that every

bounded linear functional on X which vanishes on F vanishes on X.

If L is the bounded linear functional in question, then by the above

representation of L we see that L(p, ■ ■ ■ , p[n]) = flp(<p(t))dp.o(t)

+ • • • +IoP[n](<b(i))dpn(t) =0 for all polynomials p. To prove Theo-

rem 1 we must show that this implies that p.o=pi= • • • =/x„ = 0.

The linear functional L and therefore p.o, • ■ ■ , Pn will be fixed during

the discussion. As an abbreviation we set Lt(p) = flp(<p(t))dpo(t)

+ • • • +foP[n](<p(t))dpn(t) for all t in [0, l] and all functions p

analytic in some neighborhood of C. Then Li(p) =0.

Assume now that <p(t) ES. We proceed to obtain a new formula for

Lt(p). To do this, take A and 5 as in Definition 1, and let e be positive

and less than 5. Let J be the circle \z— <p(t)\ = e. Then by Definition

1, for z in J either d(z, Ux)>Ae° or d(z, U2)>Ae°, where Ux=<b[0, /]

and U2=(p[t, l]. Thus we can write J=JxyJJ2, where Jx and J2 are

disjoint Borel sets and d(z, U,) >Aec for z in Ji. Now if p is any poly-

nomial,   let  2£ = max   {| p(z) \ \ zEJ] ■   Then

p(z) = (l/2«) J p(X)dt/(£ - z)

for | z— <j>(t) | <e. If for i = \ and 2 we define

/<(«) = (i/2«o f #(r)#/(f - 2),j ji

then we see that /,- is analytic on the complement of the closure of

Ji, that \tf](z)\£Kj\d(z,Ji)-u+», and that p(z)=fx(z)+f2(z) for
\z-<p(t)\ <e. Thus we see that |/jJ''(z)| <Kj\[Ae°]-«+» for z in U{.

Now let 0i be a neighborhood of <£[0, /] and 02 a neighborhood of

<b[t, 1] such that 0in02={z| \z-q>(t)\ <e} and Oxr\Jx = 02r^J2=4>.

Then fi+f2 = p on Olno2 and fi is analytic in 0,-. Therefore we may
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define an analytic function gx on O1WO2 by specifying gi(z) =fi(z) lor

z in Oi and gi(z) =p(z)—f2(z) lor z in 02. Also define g2 on O1UO2 by

22(2) =/s(z) f°r z in O2 and g2(z) =p(z) —fi(z) for z in Oi. Then gi+g2 = £

in 0,.VJ02. Also \gf(z)\ =\fi\z)\ £Kj\[Ae°]-W> lor z in Uh where
i = l or 2 and j is arbitrary. For i = l this inequality, in conjunction

with the definition of Lt(gi), tells us that | Lt(gi) j ^MiKe-c<-n+1\

where Mi is a constant. For i = 2 the inequality tells us that |i(g2)

-Lt(g2)\ ^MtKe-'^+v. Thus we see that \L,(p)\ =\Lt(gi)+Lt(g2)\

=g I Lt(gi) I + I Lt(g2) I = I 77(gl) I + I Lt(g2) - L(gt) I =g MK<r™, where
M=Mi + Mt and w is any integer larger than c(n + l). Taking p to

be the polynomial (z—cj>(t))>, we see that7sT = €;*, so that Lt( [z— 4>(t)]>)

<Me'-m lor all e<5. If j>m, this implies that Lt([z-<j>(t)]>) =0.

Therefore Lt(p) depends only on the first m + \ terms of the expan-

sion of p in powers on z—d>(t), so that

m

Lt(p) = E Pi(L)PliK<t>(l)),    where   /30(0, • • • , M)
i-o

are certain complex numbers.

For the remainder of the proof, the only use which will be made of

the fact that C satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order c at points of

5 will be to conclude that the expression just obtained for Lt(p) is

valid whenever <f>(t) is in 5. Therefore, the conjecture of the intro-

ductory paragraphs can be proved whenever the expression just ob-

tained for Lt(p) can be shown to be valid for a set of values of / which

is dense in [0, l].

We now obtain another formula for Lt(p), where now / may be

any point in (0, 1). For any polynomial p and any complex number z

we have the Taylor's formula

P(z) = Z PuK<t>(t))-
i=o «!

Thus

»/•<{" [<b(x) — #(/)]*")

y=o J 0   v i=o * • j

= £ *wOW) ( E       -7:-r;-<W*)),
,-=o Vy-oJo (i—J)l I

where Pj = 0 if j>n. If we define

<   /•« [«(*) -0W]-'
«.(0 = X,      -7.—7;-dm(x),

,-_„ Jo (1 - j)!
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for t in (0, 1), we therefore have Lt(p) = E<% P[i](<l>(.t))ai(t). We see

that a,- is continuous on the right. Comparing the two formulas ob-

tained for Lt(p), we see that Yf?=afii(t)p™m)) = ET-oa<(OPIfl(0(O)
for all / in (0, 1) with <p(t)ES, and for all polynomials p. It follows

that ai(t)=0 for i>m, tE(0, 1), and <j>(t)ES. Since 5 is dense and

since at is continuous on the right, it follows that af = 0 for i>m. Be-

fore proceeding, we need a definition.

Definition 2. If / and g are two complex valued functions on

[0, l], if tE [0, 1), and if a is a complex number, then a is said to be

a right conditional derivative at the point t of / with respect to g if

there exists a sequence \ti], with tiE(t, 1), *»—^ as i—»», and

[/(<<) -/(Olkto) - «(0]_1->« as »-» oo.

To get more information about at, take 0</0<2<l, set \i(t)

= m[0, t]=fodp.i(t), and consider the difference quotient

{[ai(t) - Ht)] - k(<o) - Hto))}[<t>(t) - tit*)]-1

(Sf [*(*)-*«)]*-''    .,=   1 -^ I    -7^-^-dlx^x'
( y_o ^ 0 (l - j) !

±^  /•'• U>(x) -0(/o)],w 1 r

,-_o Jo (t - j)! ;

t,1   C° [*(*) - «(<)]*-' -  [*(*) - *(<o)]w r   , , ,  .,   (J    , ,
= E -T.-[<K0 - <b(lo)]-idpj(x)

i-o Jo (i—j)l

£}   /*           [*(*) - <b(t)]'-i
+ E ---r-:-[0(0 - 4>(k)Yldpj(x).

j-0J t0<xSt (1 — J)'-

The second of these summations less than

« f 2-(223)w-i

j-oJ l0<xSl        (l  — j)\

in absolute value, if B is the bound of | <p(x) | and if t is chosen so that

\<p(t)-<p(to)\ ^2~1\<p(x) -<p(t) | for all x in [<0, t]. The latter condition

will be satisfied if \cp(t)— <p(t0)\ ̂ \<j>(x)—<p(t0)\ for all x in [to, t], and

values of t can be found arbitrarily close to to for which this will be

true. Thus the second summation can be made arbitrarily small for

certain values of / close to to. Due to uniform convergence under the

integral signs, the other of the above summations approaches

tl    r'• [*(*) - 0(^o)]i-'-1
2-, —  |      —-;-rr;— dpj(x) = — a,-_i(20) as f —> /0.
y=o       Jo (l ~ J - 1)!

Thus we see that aj-X(t0) is a right conditional derivative at to of

"Kj—otj with respect to </>, for/^1 and all t0 in (0, 1).
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Since aj = 0 lor j>m and since Xy = 0 for j>n, if m>n we see that

««(/), which is a right conditional derivative at t of X„,+i — am+i = 0

with respect to <p, must vanish for t in (0, 1). Thus Om = 0. The argu-

ment can then be continued to show step by step that at = 0 for i^n.

Therefore an-i(t) is a right conditional derivative at the point t of

X„ — an—\„ with respect to <f>, for all t in (0, 1). If an_i(/)p*0, this

implies that [a„„i(i) ]~: is a right conditional derivative at t of <p with

respect to X„. Since <xn_i is continuous on the right, we can find u>t

and r>0 such that |a„_i(x)| >r for x in [t, u). Therefore for x in

[t, u) we see that |a„_1(x)| ~1<r~1 and [an_i(x)]_1 is a right condi-

tional derivative at x of 0 with respect to X„. Hence there exist

points x' arbitrarily close to x on the right with | [<p(x') — <j>(x)]

■ [\„(x') —X„(x)]-1| <r~l. Given any x and y in [t, u), x<y, let T be

the set of all x' in [x, y] for which there exists x" in [x', y] with

| <T>(x") —<b(x) | ^r~lfi' d\„\. Obviously xET. Also T is a closed sub-

set of [x, y] because <j>(x")—d>(x)\ is a continuous function of x".

To show that T is open in [x, y], take any x' in T, and choose x" as

above. If either x' =y or x' <x", then [x, x"]£F is a neighborhood of

x' in [x, y]. On the other hand, if x'=x"<y, then the above con-

siderations show that there exists w in (x', y] with

| <b(w) - <b(x') |   < r-11 Xn(w) - X„(x') | .

Thus we have

| 4>(w) - <b(x) |   ^   | 0(w) - <b(x') |   +  | 4>(x') - <b(x) |

I dX„ |   g r-1 I     | «fX„ | .

Therefore w£F so that [x, w]£F. Thus [x, w] is a neighborhood

of x' in [x, y]. Hence T is both open and closed in [x, y]. Since

x£F, T= [x, y]. Therefore yET, so that \<t>(y)-<b(x)\ ^r^Jvx\ d\n\

for all x and y in [t, u). Therefore <f> has bounded variation on [/, u],

so that (f>[t, u] is a rectifiable sub-arc of C. This contradicts the

hypothesis. This contradiction shows that an-i(t) =0 for all t in (0, 1),

so that a„_i = 0. Having proved this, we can use the same argument

to show step by step that an_2=ff,-3= • • • =ao = 0. But aa(t)

=f'0dpo(t). Thus /xo vanishes on all subsets of [0, 1). Since there is

inherent symmetry between the endpoints, juo = 0. Then

/\ t /* t /* t
[<b(x) - 4>(t)]dp0(x) + I   dixi(x) =   I   dm(x),

o Jo Jo

so that pi = 0. Thus we show step-by-step that p0=Pi= • • • =pn = 0.

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
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There exists Jordan arcs for which condition (2) is fulfilled. For

instance, a Jordan arc which has no rectifiable sub-arcs and which

has a tangent at a dense set of points will do, because the existence

of a tangent implies that a Lipschitz condition of order 1 is fulfilled.

To see this, assume that C has a tangent at <p(to). By this we mean

that the parameter t can be so chosen that <p'(to) exists and is not

zero. Now if C does not satisfy a Lipschitz condition of order 1 at

<b(to), then for each 5>0 there exists z with \<p(to)— z\ <5 such that

d(<b[0, to], z)<\(p(t0)-z\/4: and d(<p[h, l], z) < \<p(h) -z\ /4. There-

fore, there exist tx in  [0, /0] and t2 in [to, l] with

| <b(h) - z |   <  | <b(t0) - z | /4

and   \<p(t2)-z\<\<p(to)-z\/4,  so  that   \<p(tx) -<p(t2) \ < \(p(t0) -z\ /2.

Also,

I <p(k) — z |

^   | cb(to) - <p(tx) |   +  | (h) ~ z\ <  | <p(tQ) - <b(ti) |   +  | <l>(to) ~ s |/4,

so that 3\cb(to)-z\/4:<\(p(to)-<l>(tx)\. Thus,

| 4>(h) - 4>(tt) |   < 2 | <b(to) - <p(h) | /3.

It follows that

7 =   | 4>(tx) - 4>(t2) |  | h - h |-![ | ^>(/o) - <b(tx) |   \to - tx I"1]"1 < 2/3.

On the other hand, as 5—*0 the quantity y converges to |<£'(^o)|

■ |</>'(£o)| _1 = 1. This contradiction shows that C satisfies a Lipschitz

condition of order 1 at <p(to). To construct a Jordan arc which has no

rectifiable sub-arcs and which has a tangent at a dense set of points,

let/be any continuous real function on [0, l] such that/' exists at a

dense set 5 of points and such that in any sub-interval the set of

points where/' does not exist has positive measure. Let <p(t) =t+if(t),

so that </> [0, 1 ] = C is a Jordan arc having a tangent at the dense set

of points <p(S). Also C has no rectifiable sub-arcs, because if cp[t, u]

were a rectifiable sub-arc then q> would be of bounded variation on

[t, u], which would imply that/' would exist almost everywhere in

[t, u], contrary to the condition on/.

It only remains to construct the function /. The standard tech-

niques for the construction of nondifferentiable functions can be

used (see Hobson [2]). Let \rn} =s be a sequence of irrational num-

bers which is dense in [0, l]. It is easy to construct inductively a

sequence \Cn} of countable subsets of [0, l], each consisting of

rational numbers and each containing 0 and 1, such that the ac-

cumulation points of C„ are exactly rx, • • • , rn, such that the distance
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of two consecutive points fa and t2 of C„ is not larger than 6~nd, where

d is the distance between the sets {ti, t2} and {ru • • • , rn}, and such

that £>„£C„+i. Here Dn = Cn\JCn, where C„ consists of all points

which lie midway between two consecutive points of C„. Thus Dn

consists of rational numbers, and therefore is disjoint from the se-

quence s. Define the function/„ on [0, l] as follows. Let/„(i)=0 if

tECn^j{ri, ■ ■ ■ , rn}. For consecutive points fa and fa in C„, let

fn(t)=3n(t-k) if fa<,t^(fa+t2)/2 and /„(/) = 3n(fa-t) if (fa+fa)/2^t
^fa. Since any point of [0, l] which is not in C„W{ri, • • • , rn} lies

between two consecutive points of C„, this defines /„ uniquely at all

points of [0, 1 ]. The function/™ is clearly continuous, except possibly

at the points ri, • • • , rn, and |/„' (t)\ exists and equals 3" if t is not

in the set Dn\j{ru ■ • ■ , rn}. Also, if «i and u2 are consecutive

points of Dn, it is clear that \fn(u2) — /n(«i) | (ut — «i)~1 = 3n. To in-

vestigate the behavior of/„ at the point r^ where i^n, let t be any

point of [0, l]— {ri, • ■ ■ ,rn}. There exist consecutive points fa and

faol Cn withii ^t^fa. By the definition of /„, we have |/„(/)| ^3n(fa-fa).

By the construction of Cn, we have fa — fa^6~n\t — r{\2. Thus, \fn(t)

-fn(r,)\ =|/»W| ^2-"|i-r,:|2 for all t in [0, l]. In particular, we

see that/n' (rt) =0, so that/,,' (t) exists if t is not in Dn, and that/n is

continuous at r,-. Therefore, /„ is continuous on [0, 1 ]. We also see

that 0^fn(t)^2~n lor all t. The series Zn-i/» therefore converges

uniformly on [0, l] to a continuous function /. It will be shown

that f'(t) exists if and only if t is a member of the sequence 5. If

t = ri is a member of s, let f = g+h, where g= yilT.1, fn and h= E™_4/„.

Then g'(rt) exists because r< is not in Dn lor all n. Also,

OO 00

| h(u) - h(n) | g £ |/.(«) -f„(n) | gl2-|a- n\* g \u-n\2
n=i n=i

for all u, so that h'(rt) exists and is zero. Therefore/'(?•<) exists. Now

assume that t is not an element of the sequence s. Let n he arbitrary.

Since t is not an accumulation point of C„, there exist consecutive

points Mi and u2 in Dn with Ui^t^u2. Then/(M2) — /(«i) = Zji-ifk(u2)

—fk(ui) because fk(u) =0 if uEDnECn+i and k^n + l. Thus

I f(u2) — /(«i) | (u2 - ui)-1

n-l

^    |/n(«2)   ~fn(ui) |   (tt2 - Ml)-1 -   X)   |/*(«s)   ~ fk(Ul) \   (u2  —  Ml)-1
k-l

n

^ 3" - £ 3* ^ rc.
7t=l

Thus the difference quotients, [f(u2) — f(ui)](u2 — «i)-1, for ui^t^u2,
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are not bounded. It follows that f'(t) does not exist, as was to be

proved.
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AN IDENTITY IN THE THEORY OF THE GENERALIZED

POLYNOMIALS OF JACOBI

B. GERMANSKY

1. Introduction of some new notations in the theory of the Jacobi

polynomials. To facilitate the passage from the usual Jacobi poly-

nomials Pna'e)(x) to the generalized Jacobi polynomials P„a°"",a*>(x)

considered here, we introduce some new notations in the theory of

the first mentioned polynomials. It is well known1 that the zeros of

these polynomials are the points xx = xixn}, x2 = x2>,), • • • , xn=xnn),

which maximize the expression

n

T(xx, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xn) = T(x) = II (1 — xk)p(\ + xky    Yl    I x, — x„ I
k=l l£v<n£n

in the unit-interval I: [ —1, +l]. Here a = 2p — 1 and fi = 2q — 1 and

it is assumed Xi>x2> • • • >x„. Instead of T(x) we use the expression

Vmfa, &,'-, km', ex, e2, • • • , em) = F.(ft e) =     YL    (ft - &)•«•»,
lzi<k£m

where we suppose that m = n+2; that the points £1 and £m are fixed

from the outset and are equal to ao= — 1 and ax= +1 respectively;

that ex=po = q, em=px = p, e2 = e3= ■ ■ ■ =em_i = l; that the points

ii, £2. * • * 1 £m are counted in increasing order; — l=£i<i;2< • • •

<£m-i<£m=+l and therefore that £2 = x„, £3=xn_i, • • • , £m_i=Xi.

It results that Vm(£x, f2, • • • , £«; ex, e2, ■ ■ ■ , em) is a function of

£2, £3, • • • , £m-il Po, Pi only, as is T(x). Then the zeros of the Jacobi

polynomial P^'0)(x) are the points £2 = £<ro) = x^, £,=^m) =x'B21, • • • ,

£m-i=^i=xjn), which maximize the absolute value of Fm(£; e) on /,

under the mentioned conditions. We call the last function the gener-

alized Vandermondean of the degree m and of the order 1. We write
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1 Szego, Orthogonal polynomials, New York, 1939, p. 136, Theorem 6.7.1.


